
se:lounge light

Comfortable shell chair

with a homely look
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Made 
in 
Germany

Who we are and  
what we do

A B O U T  S E D U S

With our solutions,  
we support people  
in expressing their  
genius at work.

Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the 
leading European manufacturers of office solutions. 
The product range includes seating furniture, such as 
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference 
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany.” 

The company headquarters is located in Dogern 
on the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another 
production site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Sedus is a company with a long tradition and more 
than 150 years of company history that has repeatedly 
set standards – in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing 
processes and sustainability. As a synonym for inno-
vation, technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly 
enriches the “office world” with new product ideas 
and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong 
focus on current trends and changes in the world 
of work. New organisational structures and forms 
of work require flexible, aesthetic furnishings and 
custom-made solutions that enhance collaboration, 
communication and movement. We place a particular 
emphasis on ensuring the health and well-being of all 
who use our furniture.

For further information, go to www.sedus.com
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With or without?
Armrests and backrest upholstery 

can be individually configured

the character
of a living room 

for example, in lounge areas, cafeterias 
and homely work nooks

The comfortable 
shell seat  

conveys

for the lounge area or
for use at the table

Two
practical 
heights

Integrated ergonomics
with lumbar support and 
shaped seat upholstery

4-leg base, wood Skid frameRotatable star base

3 base frame
variants

Innovative, easy to clean, sustainable:
The PET felt seat shell 
is partly made of recyclate and is 

100 % 
recyclable

Certification for se:lounge light

Why se:lounge light
C O M F O R T A B L E  S H E L L  C H A I R  W I T H  A  H O M E L Y  L O O K
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Typical application areas for se:lounge light are:
• Lounge and reception areas
• Hubs and intermediate areas in open-plan offices
• Quiet zones and retreats
• Canteens, bistros and cafeterias
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Made for
feel-good areas

s e : l o u n g e  l i g h t

New Work and numerous digital and mobile tools come with a lot of 
advantages – employees can move around more independently and 
freely choose their working space. Whether in a shared office or at home, 
in a co-working space or in the cafeteria, there are plenty of different 
possibilities. One thing, however, always remains the same: The dream  
of a workplace that is also a place of well-being.

Wherever working environments turn into feel-good areas, se:lounge light 
comes into play. The shell armchair unites design and comfort, radiates 
cosiness and creates a pleasant atmosphere from the very first moment. 

The wooden base is available in three 
colours and gives the armchair an 

even more homely character
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se:lounge light in low relaxing height,
for example, lounge and reception areas  

or in intermediate zones for informal meetings

The model with solid wood base is available  
in two heights and three frame colours

The skid model is available in two heights  
and six frame colours

The star base model is rotatable and comes  
in six frame colours
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F R A M E  V A R I A N T S  A N D  S E A T  H E I G H T S

Whatever seating arrangement is required, se:lounge light can be flexibly 
used and is suitable for different situations thanks to its two seat heights.

The low seat height models are ideal for lounge and reception areas. Thus, 
relaxing is made easy, and short moments of waiting become a welcome 
time-out.

The table-height models are optimal for informal meeting areas or cosy team 
workstations. This way, exchange can take place at eye level. The aluminium 
base model is also rotatable, thus offering more flexibility.

Perfectly placed

se:lounge light at table height,
for example, for meeting rooms 

 or team workstations
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Sloping  
front edge

Shape and material 
ensure comfort

E R G O N O M I C S

se:lounge light stands out both in terms of its appearance and its ergonomic properties.  
The PET felt seat shell is made as one piece and has an integrated lumbar support. The 
seat upholstery has a comfortable seat pan and is sloped at the front edge. Furthermore, 
the armrest wings create a lateral finish and allow the arms to rest in a relaxed position. 
Backrest upholstery is available as an option for additional comfort.

The seating angles also ensure an all-round pleasant sitting experience: At lounge 
height, the angle is 12°, at table height, it is 6° or 8.5° (depending on the base).

 
Ergonomic
seat pan

Seat shell made of  
sustainable PET felt

Armrest wings

Integrated 
lumbar support

se:lounge light at table heightse:lounge light in lounge height

6 or 8.5°
12°
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1 2 3

4 5 6

1.  The ergonomically shaped upholstery with seat pan invites 
you to sit in comfort

2.  The armrest wings provide lateral support and gentle 
pressure relief

3.  The shape of the seat shell is made of stable and robust 
PET felt and has an integrated lumbar support

4.  Optional backrest upholstery provides even more cosiness 
and comfort

5.  The ergonomically sloped seat edge at the front supports 
comfortable sitting without creating pressure points

6.  The shell chair is optionally available without armrest 
wings and is, therefore, more compact
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Focus on sustainability
F O R M  A N D  F U N C T I O N

The seat shell is made of PET felt 
(produced from shredded PET  
bottles) and is 100 % recyclable. 

With its flowing lines and organic shape, se:lounge light conveys harmony 
and lightness. The lounge chair unites comfort with design and, at the same 
time, addresses the aspects of sustainability and simplicity. The PET felt 
seat shell is particularly inspiring from an environmental point of view:  
On the one hand, it is made of recycled material and, on the other, it is 
100 % recyclable. 

100 %
recyclable
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Designed 
to feel good

M A T E R I A L S  A N D  C O L O U R S

Whether for the lounge area, meeting room or cafeteria: se:lounge light can 
be individually designed to match the surroundings. In addition to three 
base variants and two seat heights, we also offer a wide variety of colour 
combinations for the seat shell, upholstery and frame.Seat shell

Backrest 
upholstery:

Seat upholstery

Base

Seat upholstery and optional backrest upholstery

The seat upholstery and optional back- 

rest upholstery can be selected from  

the complete Sedus fabric collection

Solid wood base*

Skid base**

Aluminium star base*

The seat shell made of 
sustainable PET felt is 
100 % recyclable

Seat shell

Light grey Anthracite

100 %
recyclable

100 %
recyclable

The aluminium base is available in 
black, clear white, polished alumin-
ium, cayenne red, fjord green and 
sand beige

The skid base is available in black,  
clear white, chrome-plated, cayenne red, 
fjord green and sand beige 

Natural oakNatural beech Black beech

*  Available with 
felt or plastic  
glides

**  With hybrid glides
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Solid wood model Star base modelSkid model
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I N S P I R A T I O N  A N D  P L A N N I N G

Dressed for success

A harmonious working environment contributes significantly to well-being and 
productivity. Well-conceived furnishings, pleasant fabric and material combinations  
as well as the choice of colour accents are key factors for achieving this goal.  
Whether Smart Balance, Soft Being, Urban Living or Multi Creation – se:lounge light  
can easily be adapted to any of these colour schemes.

Do you need support in planning and implementation? 
The experts from the Sedus Workspace Design Team are looking forward to helping you design 
your modern smart office. From analysing the floor plan and designing the concept to choosing 
the colour from the Sedus Colour Cookbook – everything we do comes from a single source. 

Smart Balance Urban Living 
light, reduced, calm, structured,  
functional, technical

comfortable, respectable, elegant,  
urban, intense, timeless

gentle, calm, balanced,  
natural, inviting, regenerative

motivating, inspiring, creative,  
dynamic, active, open, free

Soft Being Multi Creation
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On site worldwide
S E D U S  C O N T A C T  D E T A I L S

Would you like to learn, read and see more about Sedus? 
Visit us on our social media channels!

Subsidiaries and sales partners
Headquarters in Dogern, Germany

• Austria: Vienna
• Belgium: Erembodegem-Aalst
• France: Paris
•  Germany: Berlin, Dogern, Geseke, 

Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main
• Italy: Cadorago
• Netherlands: Zoetermeer
• Spain: Madrid
• Switzerland: Rickenbach
• United Arab Emirates: Dubai
• United Kingdom: London

Visit us in one of our showrooms



www.sedus.com

“

se:lounge light
is a cosy all-rounder that takes  
comfort seriously. Its modern look  
makes a lasting impression. 

“

S‡dus Design Team
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